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Abstract—Modular multilevel converter with large number of
modules is a potential topology for many applications such as
high-voltage DC (HVDC) and solid state transformers (SST).
However, the communication between the controller and the
modules becomes complex if the number of modules is high. If
conventional star topology communication where the controller
has direct connection to all the modules is used, the wiring
can be cumbersome and the cost can be high. Another possible
solution is ring topology communication. Because the modules are
connected in series and each module imposes some delay, ring
topology has a limited communication speed. In this paper, we
proposed a hybrid communication topology to combine star and
ring topology. The proposed communication topology reduces the
cycle time by 30% compared to ring topology for MMC with 30
modules while increases negligible cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the improvement of digital controllers, many power

electronics devices are controlled by digital signal proces-

sors(DSP) today. Modern DSPs have adequate computational

power to implement converter-level control. They feature with

float point unit, trigonometric math unit and many peripherals

which can greatly reduce the time for prototyping converters.

However, a single DSP has limited number of I/Os and

computational power which makes it unsuitable for converters

with a lot of switches such as MMCs. To take advantage

of DSPs, an FPGA is normally attached to form a joint

controller for MMCs. An FPGA with high number of I/Os and

parallel operation capability is usually served as the interface

unit between the DSP and the modules. This communication

topology is called star topology as the master controller has

direct wire connection to all the modules as shown in Fig.1.

In [1]–[4] , an FPGA is used as an I/O expansion unit of DSP

to form the joint controller. If the number of modules is too

high, the wiring of star topology becomes complex and even

impossible . Also, it requires a computationally powerful mas-

ter controller. The cost of the master controller can increase

rapidly with the increase of modules. For example, in [5] and

[6], Opal real time simulator from Opal-RT technologies and

CompactRIO from National Instruments are used to control

MMCs. They are essentially the same as the DSP-FPGA joint

controller but with much higher cost. In [7], a hierarchical

star topology communication is proposed. Instead of having

one single controller, the controllers are divided into three

levels: master controller, valve controller and unit controller.
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Fig. 1. Star topology communication for MMCs

The control algorithm is distributed to different controllers.

This reduced the required computational power and I/Os from

the master controller. However, it can still hits the limit as

it is a star topology communication essentially. Also, extra

effort is needed for synchronizing all the controllers. Another

communication topology for MMCs is ring topology [8], [9].

In ring topology each module has a local FPGA controller and

they are connected in series as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, only one

pair of transceivers are needed for each module. As the number

of transceivers are fixed, the system cost is linearly related

to the number of modules. Furthermore, part of the control

algorithm can be distributed to local controllers reducing the

computational burden of the master controller. However, ring

topology has a limited communication speed because each

module imposes some delay during information exchange. The

communication speed will become the bottleneck as devices

capable of switching at high frequencies such as SiC or

GaN devices become more common. To make use of these

new technologies, we would need to update the duty cycles
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Fig. 2. Ring topology communication for MMCs

more often which requires a high speed communication link.

In this paper, we propose a hybrid communication topology

to combine star and ring topology. The proposed topology

has the advantage of ring topology such as fixed number of

transceivers and low cost while improving the communication

speed.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section II

reviews the basic communication principle of ring topology

communication. Section III introduces the proposed hybrid

communication topology. Section IV compares the perfor-

mance of hybrid topology with ring topology. The hardware

implementation and experiment results are in Section V. Sec-

tion VI concludes the paper.

II. RING TOPOLOGY COMMUNICATION

Fig. 3 shows simplified ring topology communication net-

work. The master controller and all the modules are connected

in series. One module’s transmitter is connected to the sub-

sequent module’s receiver. For ring topology communication

to work a dedicated protocol has to be implemented. Two

typical ring communication protocols for power electronics

systems are PES Net [10] and SyCCo bus [11] developed

by Virgina Tech and ETH Zurich, respectively. In [12], the

performances of the two protocols are compared. As SyCCo

bus shows a better performance in terms of minimal cycle time

and synchronization accuracy, we will use SyCCo bus as an

example but any ring topology communication protocol can

be applied.

In SyCCo bus, the master controller will send out a data

frame, as shown in Fig.4, every switch cycle. This frame

contains information for all modules. The control byte at the

start of the frame indicates the frame type. Then follow N
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Fig. 3. Ring topology communication network
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Fig. 4. Data frame defined by SyCCo bus

bytes data for slave 1 and 1 byte of CRC for the data. When

slave 1 receives this frame, it will extract the data, replace them

with N byte of measurements and then send the frame to the

second slave. The second slave will do the same operation

with its own data when it receives this frame from slave 1.

Finally when master receives the frame from the last slave, all

the data are replaced with slaves’ local measurement. From its

operation principle, we can see the cycle time Tsw of SyCCo

bus consists of three parts,

Tsw ≥ TDSP + Tdata + Ttran (1)

where TDSP is the time for master controller to calculate

control algorithm, Tdata is the time to send the data frame,

Ttran is the transmission delay from the master controller

to the last slave. TDSP is independent of the communication

speed. Tdata only depends on the bit rate and the length of

data frame. This is absolute minimal time needed for ring

communication topology to transmit the data frame. Ttran

is the sum of delays caused by signal propagation, FPGA

logic and transceivers. Compared to the last two components,

the signal propagation delay is negligible. The FPGA logic

delay depends on the implementation and is proportional to

the number of slaves. The transceiver delay is caused the

transceiver chips used and also proportional to the number

of slaves.

The transmission delay in a communication chain with 30

slaves is responsible for about 40% of the cycle time [12].

One way to reduce the transmission delay is to use faster

transceiver chips. However, this could greatly increase the cost

of communication system as every slave’s transceiver chips

need to be upgraded.

III. HYBRID TOPOLOGY COMMUNICATION

To decrease the transmission delay thus improve the com-

munication speed, a hybrid topology which combines the
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star and ring topology is proposed. The proposed hybrid

communication topology is shown in Fig. 5. To imitate the

parallel operation of star topology, a second branch is added.

The two branches run in parallel while the slaves in each

branch are connected in series. Therefore, the number of slaves

in each is halved compared to the original single ring topology.

The operating principle of the hybrid topology is introduced

in this section.

After the system is powered up, the master goes through a

process to initialize the system. The master controller sends

a numbering frame to each branch as shown in Fig. 6. The

numbering field is zero out of master controller. The slave

receives the numbering frame will take the numbering field as

its ID. Then, it will increase this number by one and send out

this frame to the next slave in chain. The following slaves do

the same thing to the frame and each slave is assigned an ID

according to its position in the branch. When the numbering

frame goes back to the the master controller, its numbering

field is the number of slaves in the branch. The number of

slaves in each branch is used by the next frame, distributing

frame.

A distributing frame is shown in Fig. 7. This frame contains

the number of slaves in both branches. The slave receiving

this frame will store number of slaves of the branches into

registers. This information will be used for synchronization.

After the distributing frames from both branches go back,

the master controller will send out a delay measuring frame.

This frame will collect the delay of each slave has for

forwarding the frames. For each slave, it measures the time

interval between they receiving and they sending out frames.

delay
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Fig. 8. Delay measuring frame received by the master controller

This is time interval is the delay caused by the FPGA logic.

When a slave receives delay measuring frame, it will insert

its measured delay in the measuring frame based on its slave

ID. When this frames goes back to the master controller, it

contains the delay of all slaves in that branch as shown in Fig.

8. During this process, the master controller is also measuring

the time interval between it sending out and receiving delay

measuring frame. With those time interval measured, the

average delay of each slave can be calculated [12].

After the average delay of each slave is calculated, it is sent

to the slaves by a delay distributing frame. This information

will be used for synchronization.

After the delay distributing frame goes back to the master

controller, the initialization process is finished. The master

controller can start normal operation. As the each protocol

has a different frame structure when sending information from

the master to the slaves, SyCCo bus is used as the example

protocol to illustrate the operation of the hybrid topology

communication. The master controller sends out two data

frames to branch 1 and branch 2, respectively. As explain in

the last section, the data frame contains information for all

the slaves in that branch. The slave extracts the data that are

addressed to it, replaces the field with its measurements and

forwards it to the next slave. After the slaves receive their

data, the data will be stored in a shadow register. They will

not become valid until the synchronization event.

The synchronization event happens when the last slave in

the whole system receives its data. It can be either the last slave

in branch 1 or the last slave in branch 2 depending on the delay

in the branches. This can be calculated using the information

distributed by the frames in the initialization process. Each

slave estimates the time intervals between it finishing receiving

the data frame and the last slave in both branches receiving

the data frame. The larger time interval is used as the delay

for the data to become valid. In this way, all the slaves in the

whole system are synchronized to the moment that last slave

receives its data.

Compared to the ring communication topology, the hy-

brid topology achieves faster communication speed with very

small increase in hardware cost. It requires only two extra

transceivers on the master controller. From the implementation

point of view, the slaves have almost the same logic as

ring communication topology. The master controller needs to

accommodate to two branches accordingly. With two branches

run in parallel, not only the transmission delay Ttran but also

the frame time Tdata can be reduced. Because the data frame

for each branch only has about half the length as a single data

frame for all slaves.
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IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN RING AND HYBRID

TOPOLOGY COMMUNICATION

In this section we will compare the performance of ring and

hybrid topology communication in term of cycle time using

SyCCo bus as their protocol. Two case studies are conducted.

In the first case, an MMC with 30 slaves is assumed and each

slave has 2 bytes of data. In the second case, the MMC is

assumed to have 30 slaves but each slave only has 9 bytes of

data.

A. Cycle time for ring topology communication

For minimal information exchange between the master

controller and the slave in an MMC, 2 bytes of data for each

slave are enough. Duty cycle is sent from the master to the

slave while module voltage measurement is sent from the slave

to the master.

For SyCCo bus, the frame time can be calculated by,

Tdata = (3 +
n∑

i=1

(Nbyte(i) + 1))Tbyte (2)

where n is the number of slaves, Nbyte(i) is the number of

bytes of data for slave i, Tbyte is the time for transmitting 1

byte data. With 100 Mbps, Tbyte = 80 ns. For MMC with 30

slaves and 2 bytes data for each slave, the frame is calculated

by (2)

Tdata = 7.44 µs (3)

As will be shown in section V, Ttran is around 640 ns per

slave. For 30 slaves the transmission delay Ttran is 19.84 µs.

One extra delay is caused by the master controller.

If we assume TDSP = 10 µs, the cycle time can be

calculated by (1),

Tsw,ring,2byte ≥ 37.28 µs (4)

Repeat the same process we can get the cycle time for the

second case where each slave has 9 bytes data,

Tsw,ring,9byte ≥ 54.08 µs (5)

B. Cycle time for hybrid topology communication

For hybrid topology communication, each data frames con-

tains data for n
2

slaves. The slave data fields only has half the

length as that in the ring communication topology. However,

the overheads such as control byte and CRC check for the

data frame are the same. Using equation (2) with n = 15 for

each branch, the frame time can be calculated as,

So the frame time is only half of that in ring topology. For

Tdata = 3.84 µs (6)

For the transmission delay, as each branch only has half of

the slaves, the transmission delay is calculated by,

Ttran = 0.64(
n

2
+ 1) = 10.24 µs (7)

where one extra delay is caused by the master controller. Then,

use (1) to calculate the cycle time for 2 bytes and 9 bytes data

for each slave, respectively,

TABLE I
CYCLE TIME COMPONENTS FOR RING AND HYBRID TOPOLOGY

2 bytes per slave 9 bytes per slave

Topology Ring Hybrid Ring Hybrid

TDSP(µs) 10 10

Tdata(µs) 7.44 3.84 24.24 12.24

Ttran(µs) 19.84 10.24 19.84 10.24

Tsw(µs) 37.28 24.08 54.08 32.48

Fig. 9. Hardware setup for ring topology

Tsw,hybrid,2byte ≥ 23.44 µs (8)

Tsw,hybrid,9byte ≥ 30.64 µs (9)

The time components for ring and hybrid topology are listed

in Table I. The transmission delay and data frame time in

hybrid topology is cut to almost half of that in ring topology.

This corresponds to 35% reduction in cycle time when each

slave has 2 bytes data and 40% when each slave has 9 bytes

data. It can be observed that hybrid topology offers more

improvement over ring topology when 1. each slave requires

more data 2. the number of slaves is larger.

V. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT

RESULTS

A. Ring topology

In the lab a ring topology communication network with four

slaves has been implemented. The Verilog source code is made

open-source in [13]. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 9.

The master controller is Terasic DE2-115 board with a

Cyclone EP4CE115 FPGA. The slaves are implemented using

Intel MAX 10 FPGA board. Both boards have two Ethernet

transceiver chips, Marvell 88e1111. The transceiver chips

work in 100 Mb/s MII mode. In this mode, 4 bits of data

are transmitted or received with a 25 MHz clock. Therefore,

4 bits of data(one nibble) are sent at the same time with 40

ns bit time.

In the experiment two bytes data are assigned for each

slave. The results are shown in Fig. 10. The blue and green
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Slave1_TX_EN

Slave1_RX_DV

Master_RX_DV

Fig. 10. Master transmitting enable and receiving valid signal for hybrid
topology

waveforms are the transmitting enable and receiving valid

signal of the master controller, respectively. The purple and

cyan waveform are the transmitting enable and receiving

valid signal of first slave in the chain, respectively. When

the transmitting enable signal is asserted, the data frame is

transmitted at a rate of 40 ns per nibble. When the receiving

valid signal is asserted, the frame is received at the same rate.

The length of the data frame can be calculated by the length

of transmitting enable(receiving valid) signal. As shown in the

Fig. 10, the master transmitting enable signal is asserted for

1.2 µs. This corresponds to a data frame with 15 bytes.

After the master starts transmitting the data frame at t1, the

receiving valid signal of the first slave is asserted at t2. The

time interval t2 − t1 is the delay caused the transmitter (of

the master) and receiver(of the slave). It is around 360 ns.

At t3 the slave starts transmitting. The time interval t3 − t2
is the delay caused by the FPGA logic. Its length depends

on the specific implementation. It is around 280 in current

implementation. Together from t3 to t1, it is the delay cause by

a slave assuming the master controller and the slave have the

same transceiver chip. It is around 640 ns. This means adding

one extra slave would introduce another 640 ns delay. This

limits the speed of ring communication topology. During t3
and t4, the transmitting enable and receiving valid of the first

slave are asserted at the same time, the slave is transmitting

the data frame to the next slave while receiving the rest of the

frame from the master.

At t5 the master controller starts to receive and it finishes

receiving the data frame at t6. The cycle time is the time

interval between the master controller starts to send data frame

and it finishes receiving the data frame. It is calculated by

t6 − t1 = 4.14 µs.

Fig. 11 shows the synchronization signals of all the slaves.

The blue, cyan, purple and green waveforms are synchroniza-

tion signals of the four slaves, respectively. When the signal

transions from de-asserted to asserted, the newly received data

become valid.

Fig. 11. Synchronization signal of 4 slaves for hybrid topology

Fig. 12. Hardware setup of hybrid topology

Master1_TX_EN_Branch1

Master_RX_DV_Branch1

Master2_TX_EN_Branch2

Master_RX_DV_Branch2

Fig. 13. Master transmitting enable and receiving valid signal for hybrid
topology

B. Hybrid topology

The experiment setup for hybrid topology is shown in Fig.

12. Again, The master controller is Terasic DE2-115 board

while the slaves are implemented using Intel MAX 10 FPGA

board. An extension daughter card with two Marvell 88E1111

transceivers and RJ45 ports added to the master controller. The

master controller is connected to two branches. Each branch

has two slaves with two bytes of data for each slave.

The results are shown in Fig. 13. The blue and cyan

waveforms are the transmitting enable of the two branches,
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Fig. 14. Synchronization signal of 4 slaves for hybrid topology

TABLE II
FPGA LE USAGE FOR RING AND HYBRID TOPOLOGY

ring topology hybrid topology

Master 1121 2072

Slave 867 867

respectively. The purple and green waveform are the receiving

valid signal of the two branches, respectively. As shown in the

Fig. 13, the master transmitting enable signal for each branch

is asserted for 720 ns. This corresponds to a data frame with

9 bytes. As the slave delay is the same as that in the ring

topology, it is not repeated here.

The cycle time for hybrid topology is 2.36 µs. This is 43%
reduction compared to single ring topology. The synchroniza-

tion performance is shown in Fig. 14.

During the test, the maximum synchronization error can as

high as 80 ns. This is because the transceiver chip Marvell

88E1111 on the boards has a variable transmitting and receiv-

ing latency. As indicating in the datasheet, the latency can

fluctuate between 280 ns to 320 ns. As the synchronization

methods in section III only compensates the average delay,

any non-deterministic latency will result in an error in the

synchronization event. The solution is to use transceiver chips

with deterministic latency. This can improve the synchroniza-

tion accuracy to ±5 ns [11].

Finally the logic element(LE) used in the FPGA are com-

pared. As shown in table II. For the master controller, the LE

usage is almost doubled. However, it is still a small portion of

the FPGA. It will not affect the other functions of the FPGA

such as control algorithm calculation. For the slaves, the LE

usage is the same in those two communication topologies.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, two communication typologies, namely star

and ring topology, for MMCs are reviewed. To combine their

advantages, a hybrid communication topology is proposed.

The hybrid topology has two communication branches in

parallel while the modules inside each branch are connected

in series. Theoretical analysis shows the proposed topology

can reduce the cycle time of the ring topology by 30%
for MMC with 30 modules while increasing negligible cost.

The performance of ring and hybrid topology are compared

through experiment. The experiment results show that for 4

slaves and 2 bytes data for each slave, the cycle time reduction

is 43%.
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